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Globalization & Technology

Globalization exploits and amplifies the combined 
effects of technological innovation on transnational 
industrial patterns.
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«Old» Globalization

Greater sectoral specialization and optimized dislocation between advanced and emerging 
economies.

Job opportunities for people working with their head, while destroying job opportunities for those 
working with their hands.

Increasing inequalities between different categories of workers, while reducing inequalities 
between emerging and leading advanced economies
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«New» Globalization

Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence paving the way to the Fourth Industrial Revolution

Allowing computers to become as good or even better than humans in some high skill tasks 
(“white-collar robots”) and foreign-based skilled workers to perform tasks in our offices 
(“telemigrants”)

Expanding the displacement to many skilled workers, no more sheltered by the need of face-to-
face contact.
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Reflections on the Labour Market
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Globalization skilled-biased technological change

The Globotics transformation
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Reflections on the Global Value Chains

Towards more GVC trade and longer Chains
thanks to increased availability of quality services useful

Towards less GVC trade and shorter Chains
thanks to reduced costs of domestic production that could encourage reshoring
.
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Technologies are increasing tasks segmentation, with impacts hard to 
predict in the medium-long run



Recommendable actions

Identify the human tasks at risks: those activities involved in each occupation, that could be 
carried out by a white-collar robots or a well educated foreigner sitting abroad. 

If humans don’t want to be completely replaced by globots, they will have to learn how to use 
the mass tools in their jobs. Flexibility and adaptability will surely be important in fast moving world. 

Governments need to help workers to adjust to the job displacement by fostering job 
replacement.
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A note of optimism (or of less pessimism)

Inspite increasing uncertainty, massive technological unemployment seems unlikely to 
happen.

On the contrary, the range of opportunities is destined to expand in the medium-long run. 
Artificial Intelligence will replace many human tasks, but will also boost business and expand the 
overall amount of work and opportunities accordingly. 

There will always be a core of tasks that cannot be delegated to the machines. Most activities 
include some things that neither “white collar robots” nor “telemigrants” can handle. 
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Every Technological Revolution has brought with it fears 
and uncertainties, but it has always paved the way to a 
substantial improvement and growth of opportunities.  

And we hope that the Globotics Revolution will be no 
exception.
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